
LITIJA
Cordially welcome in the Litija Municipality, through which 
the Sava river meanders surrounded by the Posavsko hribovje 
hills. There are but a few places reachable by public transport, 
car, bike, or on foot to offer so many different possibilities for 
everyone and simultaneously such an ideal starting point to 
explore the Srce Slovenije (Heart of Slovenia) and other parts 
of our country. Start your journey in places rich in history, 
ethnological specialities, archaeological heritage, unspoiled 
nature and friendly people – in the Litija Municipality.

Litija is located in the centre of Slovenia
Litija Municipality is located in the western part of the Posavsko hribovje 
hills and in the centre of Slovenia, it is namely the home of the geometric 
centre of Slovenia. It borders on the following municipalities: Ljubljana, Dol 
pri Ljubljani, Moravče, Zagorje ob Savi, Radeče, Sevnica, Šentrupert, Trebnje, 
as well as Šmartno pri Litiji, which became independent from Litija in 2002. 
Litija covers a good 227 km2 and comprises 107 settlements, where not much 
less than 15,000 people live. The urbanized municipality’s centre is located 
at 238 metres above sea level in the so-called Litija basin in the Sava river 
valley, which formed a distinctive meander here. Through the town run the 
main road Ljubljana-Trbovlje and the Ljubljana-Zidani Most railway line. The 
old town centre, the square Valvazorjev trg, has grown on the right bank, at 
the foot of the Sitarjevec hill, which used to be exploited for mining. The new 
part of the town has grown on the river terraces - Graška Dobrava on the left 
bank and Šmarska Dobrava on the right. The town is surrounded by a number 
of hills: Veliki Vrh and Širmanski hrib on the west, Svibno on the north and 
Sitarjevec on the south. Towards the east, there is the vast Litijsko polje field.

From Villa Litta to Litija 
According to historic sources, Litija with its surroundings is an old settlement; 
it is supposed to have been populated in the prehistoric era already, of 
which finds at Vače and elsewhere testify. Along the Sava river, there was an 
ancient route, traceable back to the Bronze Age. This route was joined by the 
Jantarjeva pot (Amber trail), which connected the Baltic to the Mediterranean 
and ran in this region from Vače to the present-day Hotič. Litija as a town was 
first mentioned in the Middle Ages (in 1145) and in 1386 as a square. The town 
acquired different names through history: Villa Litta, Lutija, Lutey, Littai and 
now Litija.
According to Valvasor, the name is supposed to derive from the Latin word 
lithus meaning a ‘riverbank’. The development of Litija at the meeting point 
of land- and waterways was strongly influenced by shipping activities on the 
Sava, which flourished as soon as in Roman times. Numerous votive stones 
dedicated to the god Savus testify of this, as well as several churches along 
the Sava dedicated to St. Nicholas, the patron saint of ferrymen, boatmen and 
fishermen. In the Litija Municipality region there were several ship stations: 
Ponoviče, Litija, Št. Jurij, Pogonik and Ribče. As the ships were towed with the 
help of cattle or even people, towing ways were made along the river bed, which 
can still be seen in Renke, Breg pri Litiji and Podšentjur. Shipping on the Sava 
instigated the development of numerous arts: ropemaking, dying, carpentry 
and catering. In 1849, when the Austrian Southern Railway between Vienna 
and Trieste ran through Litija for the first time, shipping industry decreased 
in importance. Railway traffic is of great importance still today, especially in 
the direction towards Ljubljana, as many inhabitants daily commute to work 
and school. Due to the demands of modern traffic, a wooden bridge was built 
across the Sava in 1852, which was later replaced by a more concrete one. 

Industrial development of Litija at the end of the 19th century was enabled 
by the first cotton spinnery halls, by the sawmill manufactory, and by the 
art of carpentry. A wealth of ore on Sitarjevec and in the surroundings (lead, 
zinc, iron, silver and barium) was of great importance as well. The lead mine 
in Litija was most probably already used by the Romans. Later, the industry 
spread with numerous ironworks, lead smeltery, etc. The Sitarjevec mine, one 
of the oldest in Slovenia, had its ups and downs and finally stopped operating 
in 1965. Special geochemical conditions enabled the growth of limonite 
stalactites which are unique in Europe and in the world. Sitarjevec ore deposit 
boasts an extremely varied mineral composition. Due to these characteristics, 
in future, besides the mine’s sanitation, the arrangement of the mine for tourist 
purpose is also planned. In connection with other geological characteristics, 
also a Geopark is supposed to develop.
In the 19th century, a number of clubs and societies began to flourish: the 
fire brigade, the apicultural club, the hunting club, the mountaineering club, 
the fishing family, culturally-artistic and several sports clubs. A long tradition 
is recognized to the Pevsko društvo Lipa singing club (founded in 1885) and 
Litijska godba music band (founded in 1899).
During the Second World War, Litija was strategically important due to the 
railway line, which was used to connect the occupier’s European battlefields. 
In the municipality’s area there are several memorials in remembrance of the 
Second World War activities, among others the monument to victims of the 
Second World war, the work of the famous architect Jože Plečnik.

Famous inhabitants of Litija
Litija Municipality is connected to many famous Slovenians. It is here that the 
literate and important society worker Luka Svetec worked. In Farbarjev grad 
castle the academic painter Mira Pregelj worked, and in the house a little bit 
further, Metod and Rudolf Badjura were born. The first one was a scenarist and 
director, while the latter a travel writer and the first Slovenian ski insructor. 
Peter Jereb composed choir music in Litija, Fran Levstik brought Litija fame 
with his travel writing Potovanje od Litije do Čateža (The Journey from Litija to 
Čatež). And who does not know the inquisitive Taček, animated by the Litija-
born puppeteer Nace Simončič? At Konjšica, the world famous conductor 
Carlos Kleiber deceased. At Vače, several famous people were born and also 
worked there, the most prominent among these are the conductor Anton 
Lajovic and the writer Matevž Ravnikar. Memorial plaques of some famous 
inhabitants of Litija can be found on the houses where they were born or 
where they worked.

ADVENTURES – THE TOURIST OFFER OF 
THE LITIJA MUNICIPALITY
Only a stone’s throw from Ljubljana separates the hustle of the city life from 
the magnificent relaxation in nature and tranquility. Litija with its surroundings 
and countryside is the place where visitors are cordially welcomed, the place 
where you can experience a peaceful chat with the locals, explore the hidden 
places of unspoiled nature and take a 
stroll along unpopulated trails. Litija 
and its surroundings offer a variety 
of possibilites for unforgettable 
adventures which can begin at the 
most famous spot at Vače with the 
GEOSS (geometrical centre of Slovenia). 
You can get acquainted with the area 
through a special theatrical guidance.
The ondulating landscape offers 
numerous possibilites for hiking and 

recreation. The whole region is crisscrossed by hiking, cycling and riding 
trails. Group sports lovers can try their hands and feet at football, beach 
volley, paintball, tennis, boules, and bowling. You can also get some exercise 

in one of the sports halls, or try archery 
or fishing.
Abundant is also the choice of hiking 
trails: from strenuous ones for which 
you will have to spare a few days and be 
fit, to easier and shorter ones, suitable 
for a pleasant weekend with your 
family or merely an afternoon walk. 
Through the municipality region lead 
the Badjurova krožna pot (Badjurova 
circular hiking trail), Zasavska planinska 

pot (mountaineering trail), Evropska pešpot E6 (long-distance walking path), 
Moravška planinska pot (mountaineering trail) and Levstikova pot (hiking 
trail). The cultural and natural heritage of Litija is linked by various thematic 
trails: oglarska pot (the charcoal trail) at Dole pri Litiji, Od cerkvice do cerkvice 
(From church to church trail) at Polšnik,  
kostanjeve poti (chestnut trails) in 
the land below the Kamplov hrib hill, 
Arheološka pot Vače (archaeological 
trail), Krožna pot GEOSS (circular trail), 
Spominska pot GEOSS (memorial trail), 
krožna pot Moravče – Gabrovka (circular 
trail) and Pohodniške poti Posavskega 
hribovja (Hiking Trails of the Posavsko 
hribovje hills), described in the booklet 
with the same name. The booklet and 
the brochures covering other trails can be found at the Tourist information 
centre in Litija. 
Visitors can explore the unspoiled nature and cultural landscape on horseback 
as well, and this allows you to experience the ancient horse cart tradition in 
these places. The region of Litija is crisscrossed by several sections of Posavsko 
hribovje riding circuits, described in the booklet with the same name. Several 

stops, where riders and horses can take a 
rest, are available. You can head for these 
trails by yourselves or join one of the well-
known cavalries or clubs: Valvazorjeva 
and Turnska konjenica, konjenica Jesenje 
– GEOSS,  Ljubiteljski konjeniški klub Litija. 
You can arrange a riding tour through 
the lush forests of Posavsko hribovje or 
Dolenjska hills at the cavalry centre.
Bicycle lovers will be able to examine the 

landscape from the bike, as the region of Litija offers nine marked cycling trails 
of different length and difficulty. These trails are assembled and described in 
the booklet Kolesarske poti Posavskega hribovja (The Cycling trails of Posavsko 
hribovje). In nature they are marked by 
triangular signs and abbreviation LiKT 
(the Litija cycling trail). Along them as 
well are check points with stamps and 
homemade refreshments, and the locals 
will be keen to inform you on details that 
compose the mosaic in the landscape of 
the Litija Municipality. 
An unforgettable adventure for visitors 
can be whitewater rafting on the Sava. 
Members of rafting team can take you down the Sava by raft. If you are among 
the more courageous ones, you can experience the Posavsko hribovje and the 

Litija meandre from the bird’s-eye view. You can opt for an attractive balloon 
ride with members of the balloon club, or a panoramic flight by sports plane 
with members of the aero club. 
You are invited to taste the copious gastronomic choice at excursion 

and tourist farms and local inns. 
Friendly locals in the countryside 
will kindly offer you to buy apples, 
homemade bread or any other 
homemade speciality. Vast surfaces 
of mixed forest offer themselves for 
mushroom, blueberry, chestnut or 
other forest fruit picking. Among rich 
meadow flowers medicinal herbs are 

hidden. Visitors for several days can choose from a variety of acommodation 
possibilities: rooms with view in the countryside or indulging in a room with 
a massage pool in the town.
Activities in the town and country are variegated by different events. Many 
of them are traditional and attract a number of visitors. You can choose from 
recreational, cultural, ethnological and entertainment events.

TOURIST SIGHTS
          GEOSS, Spodnja Slivna
The geometric centre of Slovenia, 
representing the gravity centre of 
Slovenia, is located in Spodnja Slivna. 
A cardboard shape of Slovenia cut 
along the national borders and 
placed on a needle, would stay 
balanced on the point where GEOSS 
is located. On this place a monument 
was erected in 1982. Today, there are 
also the monument to the Patriot of 
the Slovenian Independence War, the 
old and the new Slovenian coat-of-arms and memorial plaques. GEOSS is also 
a symbol of Slovenian nation, the heart of Slovenia and the meeting point of 
all Slovenians regardless of their political, religious or other creed. 

          Situla z Vač, Klenik / The Situla from Vače, Klenik
The bronze vessel dated to the 6th century BC counts 
as one of the most magnificent archaeological 
finds in Slovenia. On the spot where in 1882 Janez 
Grilc found it, is located a larger-than-life replica of 
the situla. The original is housed by the National 
Museum in Ljubljana. Situlas are bronze buckets 
which were used at celebrations in ancient Slovenian 
society. From them drinks were served with a ladle. 
They belonged to rich and eminent individuals, as 
they were only excavated from wealthy graves. Only 
a few situlas boast the rich ornaments, crafted in the 
hammering technique (toreutics), the same as can 

be seen on the situla from Vače.

          Fosilna morska obala, Vače / 
          The Fossilized Seashore, Vače
Above the graveyard at Vače, there is a 3-metre limestone wall representing 
the remains of an ancient seashore. In it are preserved traces of seashells from 

the Miocene, i.e. from approximately 13 
million years ago. At that time, the stony 
seabed was inhabited by numerous 
stone-forming shells from the Lithophaga 
species. These shells secrete acid, which 
dissolves limestone, and thus the shells 
gradually move deeper into the stone. 
Today small holes, made by the shells 
to protect themselves from predators, 
can be seen in the wall. In the wall are 

preserved also fossil oyster shells.

          Cerkev sv. Andreja, Vače / The Church of St. Andrew, Vače
The curiosity of this church is the God’s grave made of glass, dated to 1864, a 
work by Czech artists. The images are composed 
from many-coloured glass cut in different angles 
and attached to a dark canvas. When lights are 
lit behind it, it shines in all its beauty. Inside the 
church there are also well preserved oil paintings, 
a vestry bell from 1645, a monstrance from 1716, 
an organ and a pulpit. In a glass case, the church 
also houses some soil which pope John Paul II 
kissed while visiting Slovenia. 

          Domačija Pr’ Valentin, Zgornja Jevnica /     
          The Pr’ Valentin Farm, Zgornja Jevnica
The characteristics of this farm is the house 
made of trimmed wooden beams. Considering 

the outside of the house, it is supposed 
to have been built in two periods. The 
preserved black kitchen and the central 
living part of old Slovenian farmhouses– 
the hiša – are dated from 1794, the year 
is carved out on a beam in the house. 
The left part with a lower ceiling and 
smaller door is older.
Above the house, there is a fruit drying 
room. The owner completely renovated 

it in 2002, so that even today it is ready to dry fruit. Next to the house stands a 
chapel of the Sad Mother of Christ, erected in memory of the World War II. 

          Muzej premoderne umetnosti, Sp. Hotič / 
          The Museum of Too-modern Art, Sp. Hotič 
The Museum of Too-modern Art in a humorous and critical manner represents 
views of contemporary too-modern 
artists. On a 1000 m2  showroom are in a 
permanent installation exhibited works 
of seven renowned artists from Slovenia 
and Europe. The gallery showroom hosts 
recognized national and foreign artists 
with their independent installations. 
You can also see a video show from the 
archive of the museum and sit in the 
garden where occasionally sculptures 
and installations are on display.

          Grad Pogonik, Pogonik / Pogonik Castle, Pogonik
The castle was built at the beginning of the 16th century, probably after 1511, 
when a powerful eathquake demolished many castles in Carniola. According 

to Valvazor’s sources, it was built by the 
lords of Vernek, who used the stones 
from the ruined Vernek. The castle and its 
surroundings saw especially interesting 
time during World War II. German soldiers 
moved in it, so partisans attacked and 
burned the castle in 1944. Simultaneously 
to the attack on the railway bridge in 
Pogonik, they paralysed the occupier’s 
connection between his European 

battlefields. From the castle there is a magnificent view of the Sava, which 
surrounds it from three sides.

          Litijski muzej, Litija / The Museum of Litija, Litija
The Museum of Litija houses a mining and railway 
collection as well as the only collection on river 
traffic in Slovenia. As early as in the Middle Ages 
was Litija a strong shipping centre with a shipping 
office, tollhouse, two shipyards, carpentry and 
ropemaking workshops. Also nearby innkeepers 
and farmers economically benefited from 
these activities. Ships up to 50 metres long, 
named tombas, sailed upstream on the Sava. 
The arrival of the railway line in 1849 caused a 
downswing in river traffic, but instigated a new 
development, the industrial growth, and above 
all a faster transport of people and cargo. Litija 
was also strongly marked by mining industry. 
The beginning of mining industry in Litija can be traced back to prehistoric 
times, which places Litija among the oldest mining towns in Slovenia.

          Mesto Litija / The town Litija
Litija boasts a rich cultural and technical heritage. In front of the old town 

centre was in 1951 erected a monument 
to honour warriors and hostages, 
victims of the Second World War, a 
work of the great Slovenian architect 
Jože Plečnik. In the parish church of 
St. Nicholas, numerous concerts are 
organized, among which the concerts 
of the local St. Nicholas choir attract 
many people. This choir is attaining 
top-level results on the national scale 
as well. On the house where Rudolf and 

Metod Badjura were born, at 19 Valvazorjev trg, there is a memorial plaque. 
Rudolf was a travel writer and the first Slovenian ski instructor, and Metod 
was a scenarist and director. The building where a court was housed in the 
past, built in 1906, is today home to a primary school. An interesting building 
is the Litija Spinnery from 1886, where a number of locals made their living. 
Today the Litija Spinnery belongs to the group of most successful enterprises 
in Slovenia. Of historic importance for the town is the picturesque building of 
the Litija Library, where the district’s headquarters used to be. A part of the 
ancient life can be seen at the railway station where an ancient locomotive is 
on display.
 
          Rudnik Sitarjevec, Litija / The Sitarjevec Mine, Litija
The now closed Sitarjevec mine is interesting due to its limonite stalactites 
and numerous minerals of different types. The beginning of mining in this area 
reaches back to prehistoric times, which is testified by the remains of an Iron 

Age settlement at the top of the Sitarjevec 
hill. The first written records mention the 
Sitarjevec mine in the 16th century. In 
the 17th century the activity declined 
temporarily. From the 19th century to 
1965 lead, mercury, barite and zinc were 
the pole stars of the development of the 
town. In 1880, a smeltery was built on the 
left bank of the Sava, which was linked 
to the mine via a cable railway across the 
river. In memory of the first silver harvested in Litija smeltery, memorial coins 
were coined in 1886 in Vienna, the so-called Litija silver coins. Litija silver 
coins are nowadays also precious souvenirs, which can be bought in the Litija 
Library.

          Zbirka prodnikov, Breg pri Litiji / 
          The Pebble-stones Collection, Breg pri Litiji
Exhibited are unique types of pebbles from the rich geological heritage of 

the Sava river basin, which makes the 
collection unique in Slovenia. The 
stones were formed throughout the 
nearly 400 million years of turbulent 
geological history. The named 
specimens in 12 vitrines are arranged 
by the way they were formed and by the 
place of their origin, and accompanied 
by an explanation. With the help of the 
introductory audio-visual guidance, 
you learn how to recognize individual 

rocks, how and where they were formed and the »life story« of some of  the 
most interesting pebbles.

          Grad Ponoviče, Ponoviče / Ponoviče Mansion, Ponoviče
The mansion was built in the 16th century and 
before the 19th century, when it became property 
of middle classes, changed quite a few owners. It 
was completely renovated in the Baroque style, 
yet preserved its original measures. The manor is 
connected to the outhouse with an arcaded corridor. 
The court with the help of a few steps progresses 
into an elevated park bordered by an avenue of 
horse chestnuts and pines. Until the downfall of the 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, the mansion housed a 
spirit and leaven factory, and between the world wars 
also a Russian gymnasium and girls’ school. After the 
Second World War, the social stockbreeding estate had its headquarters here. 
Today the mansion is awaiting renovation and resuscitation.

          Polšnik 
In the region of Polšnik, there are 6 succursal churches besides the parish 
church dedicated to Our Lady of Lourdes, Mother of Christ. They were first 

mentioned in 1286. Around Polšnik, churches 
were built on Glinjek (831m.a.s.), Ostrež 
(836 m.a.s.), Mamolj (690 m.a.s.), Žamboh 
(698 m.a.s.) and Stranski vrh (780 m.a.s.). 
Considering historical data, it is believed that 
in prehistoric times iron foundries powered by 
wind were located on these hilltops. One of 
succursal churches is located also in Renke, its 
history is linked to the shipping activities on 

the Sava. Four of these churches are connected with the well-marked hiking 
trail Od cerkvice do cerkvice (From church to church trail).

          Spominska soba Carlosa Kleiberja, Konjšica / 
          The Carlos Kleiber Memorial Room, Konjšica
In the beautifully arranged village of Konjšica found his final rest a world 
famous conductor Carlos Kleiber, who often retreated to this peaceful 

unspoiled landscape from the hustle of his 
profesional life, and where nowadays those 
hikers who appreciate cultural heritage 
will like to retreat. Kleiber’s performances 
of Beethoven’s Symphony No.5 and No.7 
with the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra 
pass for legendary. He was married to a 
Slovenian ballet dancer Stanka Brezovar, 
whose parents originated from Konjšica. In 
the village you can find Kleiber Memorial 

Room, where his biography, professional work and a small part of his private 
life is described. 

          Razvojna vas Velika Preska / The Innovative Village Velika Preska
Velika Preska is a small village at a crossroads section, 
in the past divided by the German-Italian border, yet 
strongly connected today. Between the world wars, the 
village was divided by concrete bunkers, however, today 
it is connected with a wooden pavement, the only one of 
its kind in Slovenia. Velika Preska is an example of mutual 
cooperation, innovative development of the countryside 
and sustainable life, and also a village with the story of 
Rezka and Felko, interesting locals about whom the 
village children composed a poem.  

          Oglarska dežela, Dole pri Litiji / The Charcoal Land, Dole pri Litiji
The tradition of charcoal pile preparation 
and burning has been preserved in this 
region for many years. At Dole pri Litiji, 16 
charcoalers still live today, producing up to 
30 piles of charcoal each year. On a relatively 
small area, you can find charcoal piles in 
different preparation phases all year round. 
The places where charcoal piles are heaped 
are in combination with natural and cultural 

heritage linked into the marked Oglarska učna pot  instructive hike.

          Valvazorjev lovski dvorec, Zavrh / Valvazor Hunting Manor, Zavrh
A small castle, named Neudorf, dates from the 17th century. For some time, 
his owner was Janez Vajkard Valvazor, a Carniolan nobleman and polyhistor 
(historian, topographer, geographer, cartographer, naturalist, technician). The 
author of Slava Vojvodine Kranjske (The Glory of the Duchy of Carniola), who 

lived and worked between 1672 and 1692 at the 
Bogenšperk Castle, spent his free time at Zavrh. 
From Neudorf Castle leads a secret tunnel that is 
supposed to end in Sopota. The remains of the 
tunnel can be seen in the castle’s cellar. The castle 
also has two theme rooms covering chivalry and 
hunting.
 
          Slap Bena, Slavina (Dole pri Litiji) / 
          The Bena Waterfall, Slavina (Dole pri Litiji)
The picturesque waterfall is a unique natural 
particularity. It is composed of several smaller 

waterfalls before the main one, which is 8 metres 
high. The Bena waterfall is watered by the Bena brook, 
running through the woods of Dole pri Litiji and 
flowing into the Bistrica. The waterfall is especially 
attractive in wintertime, when it dresses into an icy 
coat.

          Dolina Sopote / The Sopota Valley
The Sopota valley 
had a very special 
charm in the past, 

as its unique sound and appearance came 
from water- and sawmills. Today the mills are 
almost nonexistent, but the magnificently 
preserved unspoiled nature still exists. The 
brook forms rapids and cascades and in 
some parts the water calms down to flows 
into a pond. The valley is the living space of many animals and plants which 
complete the mosaic of the magnificent nature.

          Resn’kova kašča,  Moravče pri Gabrovki / 
          The Resn’k Granary,  Moravče pri Gabrovki 
The Resn’k Granary from 1883 has preserved a typical gank and cellar. In 

the granary are exhibited old rural tools, 
equipment for storing food and cereals, 
kitchenware and tools for baking bread. 
Old viticultural and cellarman’s equipment 
is also preserved there. At the farm, 
there is a well-preserved kozolec toplar 
(a double hayrack, on the sides open 
wooden structure used for drying wheat 
and grass, typical of Slovenian countryside 

and architecture) from 1917 and an old rural house with a baker’s oven out of 
which the smell of homemade bread still spreads. On the traditional annual 
march from Litija to Čatež, it is precisely here that hikers get their third check 
stamp.

          Hiša Zidarjeve Tone, Moravče pri Gabrovki / 
          The Zidarjeva Tona House, Moravče pri Gabrovki 
In this house the unrequited love of the 
Slovenian writer Fran Levstik, as the name 
tells, Zidarjeva Tona, lived. He came to 
Moravče because of his work at Turn Castle, 
and he stayed here because of his love for this 
girl. The house, where Levstik’s unrequited 
love lived, is over 200 years old. It is the oldest 
brick house in Moravče and the only preserved 
object from the time of Levstik. Originally, it 
was covered with straw. Best preserved today is the so-called hiša (the central 
living part of old Slovenian farmhouses) with the oven and exhibited artifacts, 
a testimony of the life of the simple rural man.

          Cerkev sv. Pavla, Podpeč pod Skalo (Gabrovka) / 
          The Church of St. Paul, Podpeč pod Skalo (Gabrovka)

The most important characteristics of this church from the 
14th century are frescoes. The frescoes on the northwestern 
wall were painted in the soft style around 1420. The frescoes 
on the southeastern wall date from the last quarter of the 
15th century. A master from Podpeč depicted historical 
people on the frescoes, above all saints and apostles. On 
the north wall are images of the ancient owners of Podpeč 
Castle, Henrik and Elizabeta Gall.

Tourist information:
TIC – Tourist Information centre in Litija
(Turistično-informacijski center Litija)
Kidričeva 1, 1270 Litija
Telephone: +386 (0)1 896 27 10, +386 (0)51 312 738
www.heartofslovenia.com

Guided tours:
Jarina z.o.o.
Kidričeva 1, 1270 Litija
Telephone: +386 (0)1 897 21 04, +386 (0)51 312 739
info@jarina.si
www.heartofslovenia.com

Family Theatre Kolenc 
(Družinsko gledališče Kolenc)
Vače 12, 1252 Vače
Telephone: +386 (0)1 897 66 80, +386 (0)41 895 852
jani.kolenc@siol.net
www.druzinsko-gledalisce-kolenc.si
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HINTS FOR TRIPS
1. Along the Sava river stream

Jevnica–Pogonik–Litija–Breg pri Litiji–Sava–Ponoviče  
Jevnica lies at the entry into the Litija Municipality from the direction of 
Ljubljana. In the past, the life in the village used to be strongly connected 
to the Sava and the abundant river 
traffic, of which some objects are still 
reminiscent (for example, the shipping 
station at Kresniške Poljane). The village 
further began to develop after World War 
II, when the railway station was built. In 
the neighbourhood are preserved a few 
objects of architectural heritage of the 
simple rural man, among them also the Pr’ 
Valentin farm (5) at Zgornja Jevnica and 
Heronova Hiša house at Kresniške Poljane. In the nearby forests are marked 
chestnut trails leading through Janče to Velika Štanga, which are in some 
parts overlapping with the European Long-Distance Walking Path E6.
 Continue your way along the right bank of the Sava river past Kresnice to 
Pogonik Castle (7). Due to its location at the railway line, it was of strategic 
importance in history. From the hill, which you can ascend, you will have a 
magnificent view of the Litija field, railway bridge and river. The Sava forms the 
greatest meandre on its way here. In the autumn even birds migrating south 
use it as orientation point. If you are attentive, you will be able to perceive 
typical birds on the river – heron, cormorant, ducks, …

From here on you will reach Litija through a forest. 
Entering the town centre, you will see a monument 
to honour warriors and hostages, victims of the 
Second World war, on your right, the work of the 
architect Jože Plečnik. The stroll through the old 
city centre will reveal several interesting buildings: 
The Church of St. Nicholas, Farbar Castle, the 
Badjura brothers birthplace (9). If you visit the 
place on a Saturday morning, you will be able to 
supply yourself with the produce and goods of 
nearby farmers at the rural marketplace.
Above the town rises the Sitarjevec hill (10), 
whose interior is full of numerous mining tunnels. 

Due to special geochemical processes, stalactites which are different in their 
composition from those found in karstic caves, form in the tunnels. At the 
moment it is not possible to enter the mine. However, at the foothill you can 
observe the outlet of the waters from the mine, which are of bright orange 
colour due to different compounds. You can learn more about the mine and 
mining in the Litija Museum (8) which also houses a collection on the history 
of shipping and the history of railway.
At Breg pri Litiji, inside the fire station, there is another interesting collection. 
In permanent exhibition are displayed 
more than 300 different specimens of 
the Sava pebbles (11), collected from the 
entire Sava river basin region in Slovenia. 
The heterogenous specimens, shapes and 
colours relate of the turbulent geological 
history of the region. 
A few kilometres further, after crossing 
another covered wooden bridge, you will 
arrive to the hamlet Sava. Finds prove that 
as soon as in the Roman era and until the Southern Railway was built, the 
place used to be a harbour for ships on the Sava. The Church of St. Nicholas, 

the patron saint of boatmen, shipmen, fishermen and ferrymen, also relates 
of the shipping activities on the Sava. Sava is also a starting point for several 
trips, especially hiking ones, as you can ascend mount Zasavska Sv. Gora from 
here.
Along the left river bank, you will return past Ponoviče Mansion (12) to Litija 
and finish your trip in one of the local restaurants with a delicious local lunch. 
You can enjoy fresh trout, venison dishes or any other delicacies.

2. Into the charcoal land

Moravče pri Gabrovki–Podpeč pod Skalo–Bistrica–Dole pri Litiji–
Suhadole/Slavina–Slap Bena–Zavrh–Sopota 
In the village Moravče pri Gabrovki spent much of his time in the second half 
of the century the Slovenian writer Fran Levstik. As a home teacher, he worked 
at Turn Castle. On his way to work he used to stop by his love, Zidarjeva Tona 
(21). The house where she lived is located 
close by the road at the beginning of the 
village and passes for the oldest brick 
house in Moravče. Only a short distance 
from here is the interesting Resn’kova 
kašča (20) granary with a rich collection 
of local tools and products. Here also 
passes the trail which Levstik described in 
his work Popotovanje od Litije do Čateža 
(The Journey from Litija to Čatež), which attracts thousands of marchers every 
year.
Roje is especially interesting for lovers of archaeology and ancient cultures 
due to its well-known and important archaeological site. The first grave finds 
date from 1860 already. Excavations prove that the place was settled as soon 
as in the early Iron Age, then also in the late Iron Age and after a pause also in 
the time of the Old Slavs. The grave and settlement finds from Roman times 
at Moravče and at the nearby Šmohor hill prove that the region around Roje 
was inhabited at the time of the Roman empire. In the whole local community 
region more than 25 archaeological or potential archaeological sites from the 
early Iron Age to the Middle Ages have been located so far. 
The Church of St. Paul (22) with the preserved frescoes of an unknown artist 
from Podpeč at Podpeč pod Skalo is also worth seeing. From here you will have 
a magnificent view of the surrounding hills. They got their typical appearance 
from carefully cultivated vineyards with numerous vineyard cottages, 
where you can taste local wine. The scenery changes when you descend into 

the Bistrica valley. Here are still preserved some watermills powered by the 
Bistrica stream.
Gradually ascending, you will arrive at Dole pri Litiji. The place is known for 
preserving the charcoal-burning (16) tradition. In the villages as Suhadole 
and Slavina you can still today see how a charcoal pile is heaped and burned. 
On foot you can head for the picturesque Bena waterfall (18) which definitely 
merits half an hour’s walk through the forest. Also skiing on tidy ski slope is 
possible in wintertime in Dole pri Litiji.
Limestone and dolomite base is the reason for a special type of landscape 
in this region. The so-called fluvio-karst can be observed in the typical karst 
phenomena such as karst springs, smaller caves and sinkholes. Sinkholes are 
especially  noticeable around Zavrh. The place is known by Valvazor hunting 
manor (17) where the author of the renowned Slava Vojvodine Kranjske (The 
Glory of the Duchy of Carniola) – Janez Vajkard Valvazor spent his free time 
hunting animals in nearby forests. 
Continue your way into the Sopota valley (19) which will charm you with its 
virgin and tranquil character as well as fresh climate created by the Sopota 
stream. With the view of the rich flora and fauna you can rest by the pond and 
breathe in some fresh air. The valley used to be famous for numerous water- 
and sawmills, whereas today by the Sušjek waterfall marriages are arranged 
as well. 
Trout can be enjoyed in the local restaurant where you will be served by 
pleasant hosts.

3. In the very centre of Slovenia 

GEOSS–Vače–Klenik–Sp. Hotič
The GEOSS and Vače region can be visited through a theatrical show which 
takes you to all the sights. If you go sightseeing by yourself, start the trip in 
the village Slivna, in the geometrical centre of Slovenia (GEOSS) (1) which 
represents the gravity centre of our country. In the cultivated park, several 
monuments symbolize important events from the Slovenian nation’s history. 
In the Kimovec Museum of Ancient Life 
nearby, you can see a collection of rural 
tools and home instruments. On the way 
towards Vače, turn to Mačkovec where 
you will find a stone table with the year 
1304 cut in, which was a possession of 
the countess Nežka Ketzenberg from 
Mačkovec Castle. 
The Vače region can be explored on foot, 
as this is the only way to fully enjoy the magnificent views of the Posavsko 
hribovje. You can park your car at the village square by the mighty Church of 
St. Andrew (4), which is famous especially for the God’s grave made of glass. 
An ancient fountain at the square reminds one of the times long-gone when 
village gossipers would get together here.
Geology lovers will find Vače interesting for its three-metre limestone wall 
from the Miocene where traces of shells are preserved. You can reach this 
fossil seashore (3) on foot in the same direction you came here, then turn left 
at the fire station towards the graveyard. You will return through the village 
centre and stop at the GEOSS Hall housing an archaeological and geologic 
collection, the collection The important inhabitants of Vače and the GEOSS 
Project. Along the Avenue of creativity and past the flax drying house, you 
will come to Klenik, where the larger-than-life replica of an Iron Age bronze 
vessel – the situla (2) is on display. From here on, a marked archaeological 
trail leads over the protected area of one of the most famous and investigated 
archaeological sites in our country.
Leave Vače in the direction of Spodnji Hotič and stop in the Museum of 
Too-modern Art (6) to admire the works of the renowned artists who in a 
humorous and critical way depict their worldviews. So, you will conclude your 
trip here. Make sure not to let out the numerous possibilities to taste some 
genuine local cuisine here. 

4. In the Posavsko hribovje hills embrace

Renke–Konjšica–Polšnik–Velika Preska
In the Litija Municipality there are six bridges across the Sava: at Jevnica, 
Pogonik, Litija, Sava and Renke. The bridge at Renke is the last one before 
the Sava flows out of the municipality and continues towards Zagorje. Along 
the Sava riverbed are preserved traces of towing trails from before the 19th 
century, when there was a lively river traffic. Namely, big ships were towed 
upstream with the help of ropes and cattle, and at some sections even people. 
High above the southern part of the Sava canyon, above Renke, is located 
the village Konjšica. Despite an unpleasant access, the village was known 
and visited in the past already. Visitors were above all attracted by the nearby 
Ostrež (856 m.a.s.) and the nice village itself with beautiful views and plenty 
of flowers in the surroundings. Today it 
is famous for Carlos Kleiber who had a 
vacation home here. Locals arranged his 
Memorial Room (14) in the village.
From here on, you can continue towards 
Polšnik (13). In the place that got its name 
from dormouse you can see the Church of 
Lady of Lourdes, Mother of Christ, which 
is one of several churches included in the 
Od cerkvice do cerkvice march organized 
by local tourist club every first Sunday in July. If you look south, you will see 
two dolomite hilltops, Žamboh and Ostrež. According to Rudolf Badjura, the 
latter is known as the wild mountain as well. From Ostrež, you will have a 
magnificent view of Kum and Triglav in sunny weather. The top of Ostrež is 
worth seing because of its diverse flora and fauna.
You will be able to enjoy the magnificent views at Velika Preska (15) as well. 
The village is a phenomenon worth experiencing. There is probably no other 
village which could set such a good example of mutual cooperation of all the 
villagers. It is the example of an innovative development of the countryside, 
business ideas and preservation of positive energy among people. Velika 
Preska is the only village in Slovenia boasting a wooden pavement. On your 
way, you can taste the delicacies of local housewives or treat yourself with 
lunch over the views of the surrounding mountain tops, even Mt. Triglav in 
sunny weather.

Name of the event
Slovenian of the Year (Litija)

Carnival (Litija)
Our Achievements – conferment of 
Peter Jereb awards and exhibition 

of artistic colony works (Litija)
Cultural Festival at GEOSS (Slivna)

March along the Slopes of 
Jablaniška Dolina (Jablanica)
Slovenian Flag Day (Slivna)
Petelinjek race (Gabrovka)

Labour Day March on Sitarjevec (Litija)
Day of the Union of Veterans 

of the War for Slovenia (Slivna)
Charcoal Trail March (Dole pri Litiji)

GEOSS March (Slivna)
Zasavje and Posavje 

Pensioners’ Choirs Show (Slivna)
Litija Municipality Open 

Championship in Diatonic 
Accordion Playing (Jevnica)

March from Church to Church 
(Polšnik)

GEOSS Day (Slivna)

Cultural show at the anniversary 
of the conductor Carlos Kleiber’s 

birth (Konjšica)
Rural Day (Polšnik)

Tournament of Friendship (Golišče)
Creative Camp (Tuji Grm)

Day of Vače (Vače)
Jevnica Games (Jevnica)

International Boules Tournament 
(Golišče)

Charcoal Land (Dole pri Litiji)
Litija – Dragovšek March 

(Litija, Dragovšek)
Chestnut Sunday (The Land 
under the Kamplov hrib hill)

National Championship in Flight 
and Clout Disciplines (Jevnica)

From Litija to Čatež March 
(Litija, Šmartno, Čatež)

In recognition of the autumn (Jevnica)
Memorial event for the victims 

of the occupier (Jevnica)
Andrej Fair (Vače)

Tisje March (Litija, Kostrevnica)
Musical afternoon with 
Anton Lajovic (Slivna)

Fountryside in the Festive Town (Litija)
Christmas concert of 

St. Nicholas Choir (Litija)
New Year’s concert of 

Wind Band of Litija (Litija) 
New Year’s celebration with fireworks

Pedlar’s Fair at the 
Litija Sports Hall (Litija)

Day of culture of young people 
in the Heart of Slovenia (Slivna)

Rural Market (Litija)

Date
Second half of January

Shrove Sunday in February

February

Sunday before February 8
1st Saturday in April

1st Sunday after April 7
Saturday before April 27

May 1
May 17 or the first Saturday 

after this date 
3rd Saturday in May
Last Saturday in May
Last Sunday in May

June

1st Sunday in June

2nd Saturday in June or 
Saturday before June 16

1st Sunday in July

July
July
July

Last Sunday in August
Last weekend in August
Last Saturday in August

2nd Saturday in September
End of September, 

beginning of October
October

second half of October

1st Saturday in November

1st Sunday in November
November 30

1st Sunday in December
2nd Sunday in December

2nd Sunday in December (Sunday 
before the composer’s birthday) 

December – week before Christmas
December 25

December 27

December 31
10th every month

different

Every Saturday

EVENTS

Cycling

Rafting

God’s grave

Pr’ Valentin

Litija

Polšnik

Carlos Kleiber

Dole pri Litiji

Vače

Trekking

Riding

Panoramic flights

Homemade strudel

The geometric centre of Slovenia

The Situla from Vače

The fossilized seashore

The museum of Too-modern Art

Pogonik Castle

The Museum of Litija

Limonite stalactites

Sava pebbles

Ponoviče Mansion

Wooden pavement     
       in Velika Preska

Charcoal pile

Valvazor Hunting Manor

The Bena Waterfall

The Sopota Valley

Resn’k granary

The Zidarjeva Tona house

Frescoes in the 
Church of St. Paul

The Sava river

Breg pri Litiji - Church of St. Catherine

Wooden bridge on Sava river

Bunker in Velika Preska
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